
FUND-RAISING HELPS KAPS AND
SUPPORTS LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

For years some of our most valued regular funding has come
from individual groups of fundraisers, mostly in the Cape,
who go to huge lengths to get hold of great items to sell.
Their sales are often featured in the media so local people on
small incomes come to find quality items at bargain prices.

Household  goods  and  linens  are  particularly  popular
because there is always great need for them, and we urge
supporters please to look out any really useful goods which
they  can  donate  as  a  contribution  to  help  others  in  their
community  as  well  as  raising  funds  for  our  work  with
animals.

At the moment we have two main charity sales efforts. They
are run by Rosemary Berry (pictured above), who holds her
monthly Charity Bonanza from her home in Tokai, and by
Gloria Pitlo with stalls in the Pinelands area.

Rosemary and her team organise a variety of additional
fund-raising  events  like  book  sales  and  auctions,  and  we
thank Christine and Phil  Carlothi  who’ve opened up their
lovely garden for auctions of goods which were extremely
well attended, ably assisted by Neil and Barbara Chapman. 

Gloria  Pitlo  and  her  Pinelands  team  are  now holding  no
fewer than THREE events per month in aid of KAPS, where
the attractive and useful goods they sell are appreciated by
all purchasers. Gloria is not only looking for donations of
saleable goods of all kinds, but also anyone willing to lend a
hand as well!
     The stalls themselves are not actually the main part of the
task – there are regular get-togethers to prepare in advance,
which involve doing all the sorting, pricing, etc, that goes
into  mounting  these  sales,  and  Gloria’s  small  group  of
animal-loving  ladies  make  them  a  social  occasion  to  be
enjoyed.  

** (1) They now have a table on the 2nd and last Saturday
of every month from 9 am to 1 pm at Sasnev,  The Dutch
Library on Central Square. This is an indoor venue, which
they love (pictured above, with Lyn on duty), plus there’s a
Dutch  Stall  on  the  same day  offering  yummy coffee  and
biscuits to make it an enjoyable morning.
** (2) Next, they have an afternoon stall on Central Square
on the last Friday of every month from 12 noon to 3 pm.
It’s at St Stephen’s Church, just opposite the Licensing Dept,
or if the weather is bad it’s held at the adjacent Guides hall.
This has proved very popular with ladies on their way home
from work,  and the bargains on sale  are also attractive to
customers who buy items that they can resell themselves.
** (3) And finally on the  first Saturday of every month,
from 8 am to 12 noon, they have a sale at Bethany Church,
in Imam Haron Road, Claremont.

For information about these and any of our fundraising
stalls, and to donate or volunteer, please call Rosemary
Berry on 021 715 3641.
 

 Finding Forever Homes
Homing is becoming a battle for many reasons, some-
thing that started with the economy going downhill, 
but we are now in a very competitive marketplace. 
The numbers of dogs needing homes are not reducing, 
and other welfare societies have a major advantage 
over KAPS as they are situated in big urban centres 
and can encourage walk-in callers.
    We are well known for doing careful home-checking 
and matching dogs to would-be adopters, but the 
process is not ‘instant’ ... and although we offer the 
convenience of an introduction in their own home, 
people today look for immediate results, and are 
sometimes unwilling to wait.
    We’ve even learned that in two cases they went to 
puppy markets instead.
    We urge dog-lovers to warn friends and family 
to avoid puppy markets, backyard breeders and 
internet sellers, unless they have checked their 
credentials thoroughly.
    In the UK they’ve brought in laws against unlicensed 
puppy dealers. Too many cause neglect and suffering 
in the breeding process – and are found selling sick 
puppies that die or cost a fortune in vets bills.
    Already the UK bans dealers from selling pups under 
8 weeks old. Now preparations are under way that 
mean anyone wanting to get a pet less than 6 months 
old must go to a licensed breeder or rescue centre.
     If it makes sense in the UK, it’s even more vital
in South Africa. Would YOU want to risk adding to 
the numbers of already suffering animals?



SOME OF OUR DOGS NEEDING HOMES
KAPS dogs are not kept in kennels but fostered in family
households. All dogs are socialised, house-trained, sterilised,
dewormed,  vaccinated  and  microchipped,  and  their
temperaments carefully assessed

BETTY (female)     2 yrs
A loving and undemanding 
small-to-medium doggie, 
too often overlooked, Betty 
really needs a forever home.

LARA (female)      8 mths
A rare opportunity to adopt a
gorgeous Yellow Labrador 
puppy, well socialised and 
happy with other animals.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO
ADOPTERS

KAPS provides a lifetime guarantee of
care for our animals. In case your

circumstances ever change, 
we undertake to look after them

if you cannot.
For this reason we need to keep track

of them (and you!). You must
give us your new address if you move

and tell us if your pet dies.
You must also contact us if you are
considering disposing of your KAPS

animal, whether by euthanasia
or simply by rehoming.

We won’t necessarily require your pet to
be returned if you’ve found a good

home, but we do need to do home checks.
And it’s vital to provide for your pet’s

return to KAPS in your Will.

A reminder that our Telkom line has ceased to exist.
Contact KAPS on our usual cellphone – 072 277 1056 – or
on our satellite phone, 023 111 0058. Reception may vary

between the two numbers.

Please help with your donation to our cheque
account at ABSA Bank, Swellendam, account
number 405 604 8870 in the name of KAPS.

  WOULD YOU LIKE A DOGGY FRIEND?
Adoptions  are  subject  to  satisfactory  home  check  and
contract. We bring our pets to you so they can be introduced
to you in your own home. If adoptions are unsuccessful we
take our pets back unquestioningly.

KODY (male)   ± 1 year
A handsome hound, gentle 
and playful, about Pointer 
size when grown – N.B. 
Can’t be homed with cats.

BANDIT (male)   5 mths
Adorable small crossbreed 
puppy ready to steal your 
heart, very well behaved with 
a lovely gentle nature. 

THE YEAR'S STATISTICS
Every year we report on numbers of animals we help,   
but numbers can never reveal the true picture of how they
benefit from our care.

Total sterilisations of 1,116 – this means female pets no 
longer go through repeated pregnancies ... males become easier
to handle ... diseases including cancers are prevented ... and 
generations of sickly, starving litters are never born.
Total of 83 taken in (including donkeys and horses) – 
animals that are strays, confiscated, found and reunited with 
owners, or accepted as unwanted.  Some are rehomed, and 
some remain in sanctuary with KAPS. No animal we foster is 
ever euthanased except in cases of incurable affliction.
Total of 47 rehomed – rehoming is presenting a terrible 
challenge in today's economic situation; this figure represents 
the results of rescue, nursing and rehabilitation ... foster-care, 
socialisation and housetraining ... diligent interviewing and 
inspection of would-be adoptive households ... and matching 
the right animal to exactly the right home.
Assisted 2,818 with treatment – this can be anything from 
vaccinating, deworming or wound-spray, right through to 
broken bones and road traffic accidents. Our volunteers will 
travel hundreds of km to collect an injured dog for veterinary 
treatment, and then deliver it home again.
Warnings issued 1,849 – KAPS has to work within the 
constraints of the law, so warnings must be given before any 
serious action is taken. Verbal warnings are the norm, but 
written warnings can precede a confiscation or prosecution.
Dipped at least 3,928 – an important protection against 
disease transmission to humans, especially children, this service
ought to be offered by government, as with rabies vaccination.
And fed thousands more – we do what we can to distribute 
food all the time, but although we do get donations, our food 
costs are tremendous – especially lucerne for donkeys and 
horses – and sadly we can never get enough.


